Abstract
We are creating an Android application that allows users to access and interact with the Mount Holyoke Dining Services Menu through a clean user interface and interactive widgets. Students can view meals in different dining halls by date, and invite a friend by email or text message for their selected meal. Students can also choose to receive pop-up notifications for special menus. We are currently developing the app further to provide functionality for storing individual food choices, and a rating feature where students can rate a particular meal and see others’ ratings.

Introduction
At Mount Holyoke, all residential students are required to be on the 21-meal board plan and need to choose from daily updated menus of seven dining centers. With the wide array of available options, students regularly access the Dining Services website. This can be a long time-consuming process especially when accessed through their mobiles. Since students are often on the go, a convenient and easy option to access these menus using mobile technology is the MHC Dining Services Android Application.

Implementation
Android is a free open-source mobile platform. We created an Android application using Eclipse IDE and Android SDK, that allows the users to access and interact with the Dining Services Menu. In Android, layouts often created in XML, show the user interface, including screen elements with their properties (Fig. 1). An Activity is an application component that provides a screen for user interaction. In the app, we use five different activities, which have their own windows to show user interface. Through Intents that perform late runtime binding between the code in different applications, we bind activities and services together, as shown in Fig 2.

We use the Android architecture that allows sharing of activities, services and data between applications, to connect our application to the phone’s email and text messaging applications. The app is built for versions Android 2.1 to Android 4.2.

Conclusion
In the next stage of the application, we plan to add features to store individual food preferences by storing the data in an SQL database, and add a feature to search for preferred food. We also want to provide a feature where students can see the current traffic in a dining hall, and rate a particular meal.
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